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BN Jeana Dean Jeana is the heart and soul of our team. She is so full of knowledge and helps not only our staff but outside vendors, 
departments, and anyone else who needs it. She is efficient in her work and even if she ever doesn't know the 
answer, she will work tirelessly to help find a solution to anyone's problems.   She is long past due receiving the 
recognition she deserves and that is why I am nominating her for this award. 

GSH  Lisa Sierra Lisa recently provided care for a young female that was brutally assaulted.  Lisa relied on not only her training as a 
forensic nurse and CARES team member, but also as an experienced critical care provider.  Lisa knew this person did 
not have a safety plan on discharge and sought the associated police jurisdiction for assistance.  She did not get the 
help she needed from that jurisdiction, but as Lisa is not one to be deterred when best serving our patients, she 
pressed the issue with another jurisdiction.  That officer responded, and realized this assailant had two outstanding 
warrants, previous convictions.  Lisa, the Hamilton County prosecutor's office, and Green Township PD were able to 
collaborate and arraign the individual the next day.  Lisa testified the next day and help secure a 2 million cash bond 
to keep this assailant behind bars, possibly facing a 25-year conviction.  Lisa is a value to our patients, and an 
incredible mentor to our less experienced staff.  Thank you 

      We see many unfortunate circumstances in the Emergency Department.  This requires team members to be trained 
on how to identify potential victims and how to handle their care, including reporting to authorities.   Recently 
Western Ridge ED nurse, Lisa Sierra, cared for a young lady who had been brutalized over several days and 
repeatedly strangled until unconscious.  Lisa spent time with the victim and was able to get her to open up about 
the events that let up to her presentation to the ED.  Lisa collaborated with local police authorities to have the 
offender, who was on bond for the same offense with multiple victims, detained and new bond set at two million in 
cash.  I witnessed her bravery and self-lessness as she stood up for a vulnerable girl who was victimized by a 
monster who was a repeat offender. Lisa put her fears and personal safety aside, appeared in court on her off day 
and helped serve justice to a man who had no business being free.   She was somebodies' hero that day. 

Shared Svcs Deshawn Thomas Deshawn you did an outstanding job today, 05/01/2023 locating the mother of two missing children located in our 
employee garage! Deshawn, I am beyond words at how you interacted with these children. You went above, and 
beyond to make sure that they felt comfort and safety by purchasing them food and beverages and placing a smile 
on their face. Corbin, did an outstanding job identifying and locating the mother, using team member resources and 
thinking on your feet! 



HOC Cathy Bell Cathy is outstanding at Western Hills Retirement Village.  Even though Hospice of Southwest has part ownership 
there, they don't have pts.  A HOSW nurse that Cathy knows told Cathy the other day that the Marketers from 
Southwest came there, saw her and were asking her how to get patients there. They said HOC has it locked up .  She 
said   I told them there is nothing they can do because there isn't a single nurse at Southwest who can touch Cathy 
Bell. She knows her stuff. Cathy truly does! 

TPP Yareimian Nunez Collazo I had a 4-year-old patient whose mother speaks/reads Ixil, but who can communicate in Spanish. It was clear he had 
multiple developmental delays as well as desperate need for dental and ophthalmologic evaluations and I had 
referred him to multiple specialists and therapists at Children's to address these. However, because of her difficulty 
reading Spanish and lack of availability of Ixil interpreters, Mom's attempts to schedule had gone no where.  Yarei-a 
bilingual, front desk specialist (so not a scheduler or paid interpreter)-scheduled an appointment for herself with 
Mom and spent over an hour personally calling ALL of the necessary departments at Children's to set up 
appointments for this patient so he can get the care he needs. We are so blessed to have team members that care 
enough to go above and beyond to help our smallest patients in this way. 

Pavilion/Corp 
Health 

Mary Lowe I have worked with Mary Lowe for many years. She is always professional in everything she does and who she 
interacts with. Recently we have been short staffed on our department. Mary consistently offers to work extra 
hours; days, even when she was supposed to be on vacation she has offered to help. She goes out of her way to 
help clients , team members, and our affiliates. Mary keeps our system running smoothly! 

   
Mary has been a tireless worker and dedicated and conscientious team member.  She is knowledgeable about every 
area of her job and has always been accessible and willing to help when one of us has question or immediate need.   
In working with the EAP Program, she has been a real client advocate, often going above and beyond to make sure 
that the client's needs are met and they're connected with appropriate counseling.  She exemplifies the TriHealth 
way in everything she does. 

   
If there is a person who exemplifies TriHealth's SERVE values, it is Mary Lowe. Mary has gone above and beyond the 
last several months as the team has been short-staffed. She comes early, stays late, and makes sure to respond to 
client requests and questions promptly. She truly understands our clients call in moments of crisis and makes every 
effort to make sure they feel supported. She cares SO MUCH about the work, and I've learned a great deal from her 
over the last year plus. Thank you Mary!! 

   
Mary consistently models Serving and Excelling by the way she treats callers who are requesting EAP counseling.  
Mary recognizes when people are in crisis and when they need to talk to a counselor immediately.  She also 
identifies opportunities to get clients in quickly on our schedules, so that not only is our time used well, but the 
client is served quickly.  Mary excels at keeping track of the many details in her work and communicates clearly with 
the team and clients alike. 

   
Mary is always responsive with TriHealth EAP questions and needs.  She completes tasks quickly and follows up.  
She helps when asked, without hesitation.  I want to thank Mary for her assistance, always. 



 

MHMH Garrett Hoff Garrett Hoff RN is a 2023 graduate nurse working on Inpatient Care Unit in the initial six months of his career.  
Garrett demonstrates excellence in the patient care.  Garrett escalated his concern, recognizing clinical 
deterioration of a patient, resulting in immediate transfer to higher level of care leading to life-saving interventions.  
Garrett gives priority to patient safety, quality and excellence in his daily care of our patients and represents SERVE 
by Living Our Values. 

Butler Amy Helmecamp Amy truly excels every day not only as a very skilled nurse, but as a wonderful teammate and person. She brings a 
positive, calming energy to our department that is felt by coworkers and patients alike. She has never failed to step 
up when the moment calls for it, and always keeps her composure and compassion. Amy absolutely embodies 
humble excellence. I am proud to work with her and wish every patient could receive the quality of care she 
provides every single day. 


